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TODAY’S  QUOTE









Magnate(Noun) : अमीर

Meaning : A person of rank, power, influence, or distinction 

often in a specified area

Synonyms: Tycoon , Aristocrat

Antonyms : Nonentity , Unknown

Sentence : A multimillionaire media magnate has shocked his 

employees with his candor by telling them all that he's putting 

his business affairs on hold to enter an alcoholism-counseling 

program.



Acquisition(Noun) : अभिग्रहण

Meaning : The act of obtaining or beginning to have 

something, or something obtained

Synonyms : Possession , Accesation

Sentence : Because he was marrying her, there would 

be an acquisition of all of her real estate.



Eerily(Adverb) : डरते हुए

Meaning : In a strange, frightening, and mysterious way

Synonyms: Bizarrely , Creepily

Antonyms : Friendly 

Sentence: Her voice was eerily similar to her dead 

grandmother's.



Whittling(Verb) : लकडी तराशना

Meaning : To make something from a piece of wood by 

cutting off small, thin pieces

Synonyms: Peel , Hew

Sentence: An old sailor sat on the dockside, whittling a 

toy boat. 



Impersonation(Noun): प्रभतरूपण

Meaning : To assume the character or appearance of; 

pretend to be

Synonyms : Imitation 

Antonyms : Original

Sentence: He was arrested for impersonating a police 

officer ·



Eliciting(Verb) : प्रकाश में लाना

Meaning : To get or produce something, especially 

information or a reaction

Synonyms : Obtain , Extract

Antonyms :  Hide , Supress

Sentence : Have you managed to elicit a response from 

them yet?



Arbitrary(Adj.) : मनमाना

Meaning : Based on a desire or idea or chance rather 

than reason

Synonyms: Capricious , Whimsical

Antonyms : Rational , Reasonable

Sentence : Her outfit was an arbitrary choice but was 

just perfect.



Diktats(Noun) : अलोकभप्रय और कडा आदेश

Meaning : A decree or settlement imposed, esp by a 

ruler or a victorious nation.

Synonyms : Fiat , Edict

Sentence: The coach issued a diktat that all team 

members must attend early-morning practice.



Innate(Adj.) : जन्मजात

Meaning : (of a quality) which you are born with, or 

which is present naturally

Synonyms: Inborn , Congenital

Antonyms: Extrinsic , Acquired

Sentence: Her dance expresses the innate beauty of the 

human spirit.



Dogged(Adj.) : हठी

Meaning : Very determined to continue doing 

something

Synonyms: Tenacious , Obstinate

Antonyms : Hesitant , Flexible

Sentence: Her dogged determination to uncover the 

truth about the scandal led to her winning a reporting 

prize.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Prophylactic (adj.) : रोगभनरोधी

Aiding

Easing

Precautionary

Preventative

Meaning : Concerned with or serving to keep something 

from happening

Solution : Precautionary , Preventive



Antonyms of Schism (noun): मतिेद

Division

Agreement

Rift

Accord

Meaning : A split or division between strongly opposed 

sections or parties, caused by differences in opinion or 

belief

Solution : Rift , Division

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms of Repine (verb) : भिलाप करना

Mope

Delight

Rejoice

Fret

Meaning : Feel or express discontent

Solution : Mope , Fret



Synonyms of Connotation (noun) : अर्थ

Undertone

Undercurrent 

Implication

Insignificance

Meaning : An idea or feeling that a word invokes in 

addition to its literal or primary meaning

Solution : Undertone , Undercurrent  , Implication

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms of Scuffling (verb) : हार्ापाई करना

Struggle

Fight

Tussle

Comforting

Meaning : Engage in a short, confused fight or struggle at 

close quarters.

Solution : Struggle , Fight , Tussle



Antonyms of Extradite (verb) : अपराधी देना

Handover 

Hold

Retain

Keep

Meaning : Hand over (a person accused or convicted of a 

crime) to the jurisdiction of the foreign state in which the 

crime was committed

Solution : Hold 

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Procrastination (noun) : टालमटोल

Alacrity

Dithering

Dilatoriness

Eagerness

Meaning : The action of delaying or postponing 

something

Solution : Dithering , Dilatoriness



Choose synonyms of Atavistic (adj.) : पैतृक

Erstwhile

Bygone

Modern

Contemporary

Meaning : Relating to or characterized by reversion to 

something ancient or ancestral.

Solution : Erstwhile , Bygone

Find Out ?



Find Out ?

Synonyms  of Musings (noun) : भ िंतन

Meditation

Contemplation

Thinking

Detestable

Meaning : A period of reflection or thought

Solution : Meditation , Thinking



Find Out ?

Antonyms of Waspish (adj.) : भ डभ डा

Genial

Irascible

Touchy

Affable

Meaning : Readily expressing anger or irritation

Solution : Affable , Genial



Lieutenant Governor (L-G) Kiran Bedi on Friday slipped back into her 

erstwhile role of a cop by riding pillion with her staff on a midnight 

motorbike inspection of the streets of Puducherry.

(A) being criticized

(B) Return quickly

(C) to move quietly and cautiously back to someone or something

(D) to offer a new product or service to the public

Solution : Option C

IDIOMS & PHRASES 



Akash Saharan tumbled out first in the trap final in the Junior shotgun World

Cup here on Friday. He qualified for the final with the score of 114.

(A) to fall, topple, or drop out of something, arise

(B) to get ready for an argument or a fight

(C) an apparent misfortune that eventually has good results.

(D) to prevent an opponent from winning in a game or competition

Solution :Option A

IDIOMS & PHRASES 



Fresh investment would provide the shot in the arm that this industry so 

badly needs.

(A) Wrecked

(B) Excited

(C) A boost or act of encouragement

(D) Act before the proper or appropriate time

Solution : Option C

IDIOMS & PHRASES 



The supreme court judgment strikes a blow on the unbridled 

encroachment and surveillance by the state and its agencies in the life of 

the common man.

(A) withdraw or resign from an important position or office

(B) to do something to help or to support an idea, movement, or group , 

to do something to harm or oppose an idea, movement, or group

(C) wait; stop , endure in difficult circumstances.

(D) withdraw from an undertaking

Solution : Option B

IDIOMS & PHRASES 
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